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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shadow banking has been becoming a focus issue after the Global Financial Crisis, in which it played an important role, especially the subprime mortgage in the U.S.It is recognized as a potential source of systemic risk.Since China has become the second largest economy in the world, its financial activities are more integrated in global financial market. There is an increasing concern about the risk and effect of shadow banking in China.



Outline 

• What does shadow banking refer to in the 
Chinese context? 

• Why does shadow banking exist? 
• How large is it? Will it cause a crisis? 
• How did/will the authority regulate shadow 

banking? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today I am going to start from what does shadow banking include in China  and explain the reason for the emergence of shadow banking.�Then I will concentrate on the potential risk and hazards and end my section by listing out the main direction for future reform.



Shadow banking in China includes: 
(Different from western countries) 
• Composition 

– Loans made by trust companies *  
– Entrusted Loans * 
– Bankers’ Acceptances * 
– Interbank entrusted payments 
– Small loan companies and pawn shops 

• Conducted by: banks (in most cases) 
• Financed by: 

– Wealth management products 
(substitute for bank deposit) 
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Presentation Notes
Generally, shadow banking are financial firms that perform similar functions to banks. However, it lack a strong safety net and usually has less regulatory oversight.Although the shadow banking in China share the same definition as other countries, it has unique compositions which are fundamentally different from other countries.In the U.S., for example, Shadow bank refers to non-bank lenders which perform bank-like functions but are subject to lighter supervision because they are funded by professional.By contrast, the largest part of shadow banking in China is loans made by trust companies, which is financed by commercial banks through selling wealth management products to normal investors.



Funds chain of shadow banking 
Why 
not? 

Securities 
company 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From this picture, we can have a clear concept of shadow banking funds chain in China.Banks get funds through selling Wealth management products to ordinary people. The start point of purchasing such products is not high, which is about 10 thousands US$. These products are a good substitute for bank deposit, because it offers higher interest yield due to its non-liquid characteristic before maturity. However, most investors have the perception of “guaranteed return”. Although in all prospectus of wealth management products, banks clarify there is no guarantee of expected return nor principal, the investors regard the banks which issue the product as the guarantee to pay their principal if a product is default. After getting the funds, the bank put the funds to potential borrower through trust companies as intermediary, for loans made by trust companies are less regulated. When the Chinese regulator found it is too dangerous for banks to do off-balance sheet loans via Trust companies, they carried out new regulations. Banks are prohibited in purchasing trust products. However, banks soon figured out a solution. They entrust the funds to securities companies and subsequently repackaged into a trust investment product. Through the new channel, banks can still make off-balance-sheet loans.Thus the potential risk of shadow banking in China lies in the mismatch between investors’ low tolerance of risk and the high risk of banks’ off-balance-sheet lending activities.In 2014, a trust loan defaulted, which lend 3billion RMB (about 500million US$) to a coal mining enterprise and financed by the biggest commercial bank in China through selling wealth management product. There were rumours that the local government took 50% responsibility and the left part were shared by the bank sold the investment products and the trust company made the loan. There was another version of rumour that an asset management company, which has close relationship with the issuing bank, bought the trust beneficiary rights. Whatever the solution is, the outcome was that all investors got their principal back. The investors have not taken the responsibility  which they should when they purchase high yield wealth management products.Why couldn’t commercial banks make the loans directly to potential borrower? Let’s take a look at the rationale of shadow banking in China.



The rationale of shadow banking: 

• Regulation on banks 
– Caps on lending volumes 
– Loan to deposit cap of 75% is constraining 
– Discourage lending to certain industries 

(coal-mining, real estate) 
– Non-performing loan rate (less than 1%)  

(SMEs cannot get enough financing) 
– Less flexibility in pricing loan (--deregulated now) 

• 2/3 shadow banking consists of disguised bank 
loans 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main reason for shadow banking to exist is the binding regulation on commercial banks.Although main commercial banks are already undergone reforms and went public during the last ten years, the central government or the central bank maintain tight control of banks’ daily operation, as a powerful tool to carry out monetary policies and interfere real economy.Each commercial bank has a cap on its annual lending quota. Loans to non-favourable industries are forbidden, especially coal-mining and real estate industries with overcapacity.The pricing discretion of commercial banks are rather limited, for the central bank used to put a cap on both deposit and loan interest rates. However it was deregulated early this year.It is not surprising that two thirds of the shadow banking in China are disguised bank loans, which may become in-balance-sheet activities there are less binding regulations. 



Regulations on shadow banking: 

• Problems: 
– Implicit guarantee from government 
– Implicit guarantee by banks if trust loans default 

• Regulation and reactions: 
– Forbid banks direct dealing with trust companies 
(Banks restructure products through securities 
companies ) 
– Forbid funds pool 
(Banks issue roll on products—One product without 
finite maturity, different yield for different length of 
investment) 

 
 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to mitigate the potential risk of shadow banking, the central bank has carried out some regulations. However, those actions haven’t solved the fundamental problem, which are the implicit guarantee from government to bail out banks and trust companies and the implicit  guarantee by banks if trust loans default.As mentioned earlier, each time when regulator carried out a new policy, banks will figure out another way to continue the expanding off-balance sheet loans.I will list out some suggestions for future reform at the end of the presentation.



Size and Risk 

Zhou Xiaochuan 
Governor of the People’s 
Bank of China 

Data source: Financial Stability Board 

Relatively small compared with GDP and total financial sector 

Less leveraged compared to developed countries 

Powerful government with low central government debt to GDP ratio 
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Presentation Notes
For the potential risk of shadow banking in China, governors hold a optimistic view.Zhou Xiaochuan, Governor of the People’s Bank of China once said "Shadow banking is inevitable when banks are developing their business… But there are fewer problems here than the shadow banking sector in some developed countries that have been hit by the global financial crisis," The reason why the central bank holds a optimistic view on the overall risk of shadow banking is three folds. First, the size of shadow banking compared to GDP and total financial sector is relatively small. According to the report of Financial Stability Board, the shadow banking to GDP ratio in China is much smaller compared with other developed countries.The second reason is the shadow banking in China is less leveraged and has been involved less derivative products.The last but not the least, the central government has very low debt to GDP ratio. The Chinese government has the confidence to solve the problem if anything went wrong.



Scenario Analysis 
• Bank Off-balance sheet loans 10.7 trillion RMB 
• Suppose 60%-100% damage transferred to formal 

banking 
• 4-24% estimated default rate * 

(* Marsh&Mclennan Companies) 

  
Transferable to formal banking  
(Trillion, RMB) 

   NPL% 60% 100% 
Optimistic 
Scenario 4% 0.2568 0.428 

Base Scenario 10% 0.642 1.07 
Disastrous 
Scenario 24% 1.5408 2.568 
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Let’s do some detailed analysis to see if such kind of optimistic opinion is reasonable.I use the estimated non-performing loans in banks’ off-balance sheet activities as the main proxy to see if the loss can be absorbed by banking system.By the end of 2014, banks’ off-balance sheet loans in China is 10.7 trillion RMB.Due to the implicit guarantee of the banks which create and sell wealth management products, we suppose 60-100% of the loss of non-performing loan will be transferred to formal banking system.Then what’s the magnitude of non-performing ratio of banks’ off-balance sheet loans?An consulting agency called Marsh&Mclennan Companies estimate the default rate is between 4 to 24%. They set the non-performing loan ratio in each industry in formal banking system at the benchmark, then calculate the corresponding non-performing loan ratio according to the lower credit rating of off-balance sheet loans. Then they get the value-weighted non-performing loan ratio according to the percentage of loans in different industries.The base scenario of 10% default rate is in line with other analysis agencies.In the worst circumstances, the estimated loss from off-balance sheet loan is about 2.5 trillion RMB.



Is it a big threat? 
By the end of 2014: 
 
• Formal banking loan is 81.68 trillion RMB, Non-

performing loan rate is 1.16% (766.9 billion RMB), 
Banks hold 1.96 trillion RMB loan loss reserves. 
 

• Net Capital is 9.71 trillion, Capital ratio is 12.93%. If 
the 2.5 trillion is absorbed by formal banking system, 
banks can still meet the basic capital ratio requirement 
(8%). 

9.71
12.93%

=
9.71 − 2.5

9.6%
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If the disastrous scenario happens, can the banking system in China absorb the loss?Let’s take a look at the current banking performance metrics.



Threat to New Zealand 

• Main commercial banks in China have rather 
limited shares held by foreign investors (less 
than 10%) 
 

• ANZ Group: owns a 20% stake in two unlisted 
commercial  
– Bank of Tianjin (20% of 28.6 billion RMB) 
– Shanghai Rural Commercial Bank (20% of 38.5 

billion RMB) 
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Let take a further look at the effect of China’s shadow banking risk on New Zealand.Big four commercial banks in China are listed in stock exchange market both domestic and abroad, and the government remains as the controlling shareholder.The highest percentage held by all foreign investors should not exceed 20%, due to the regulation of Chinese government.And in fact it is about 10% in most cases.Banks in New Zealand has rather limited involved in capital holding of Chinese banks. ANZ group is the only one to own stakes in two unlisted local commercial banks with rather limited asset and capital magnitude.Thus if loss of shadow banking in China can hardly affect the banking system in New Zealand.



Reforms  

• Improve risk management on bank related 
shadow banking products and prevent risk 
mismatch and mislabelling 

• Establish a credit “firewall” between 
commercial banks and non-bank shadow 
banking activities 

• Clarify credit liability to avoid non-contracting-
binding risk spill-over to banks via 
“guaranteed return” 

Presenter
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Chinese government has been taking active steps in mitigating the risk of shadow bank through further reform in banking system.It will ………….



Summary 

• Shadow banking in China have different 
composition compared to western countries 

• The size of shadow banking in China is under 
control and the foreseen negative effect on 
global financial market is limited 

• The Chinese government has taken actions to 
regulate the shadow banking sector, which is 
expected to improve with further reform in the 
banking system in China. 
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